We study the one-loop corrections in chiral perturbation theory to the yy and yy* decays of the pseudoscalar mesons. The latter are divergent, thus requiring the existence of dimension-six terms contributing to the anomalous Lagrangian. Some examples of such terms are given. We also discuss the experimental consequences of the next-to-leading terms. Chiral perturbation theory' starts with the Lagrangian X2 and proceeds to a higher-order expansion in terms of momenta and quark masses. The resulting efkctive low-energy theory is completely known to nextto-leading order, once the g~h as been integrated out. It contains two distinct types of terms. The first ones are originated by pseudoscalar loops with vertices deducible from L2 giving rise to analytic and nonanalytic contributions. The latter are particularly interesting, since they are considered to be the dominant ones and, on the other hand, involve a dependence on the renormalization scale p. As a result of this, the second type of (counter)terms, eliminating that p dependence and the associated divergences, is required. The set of all the counterterms appearing in the next-order Lagrangian, L4, has been identified and extensively analyzed by Gasser and Leutwyler.
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Max Plane-k Institu-t fi ir Phy'sik und Astrophysik, sterner Heise-nberg Instit-ut We study the one-loop corrections in chiral perturbation theory to the yy and yy* decays of the pseudoscalar mesons. The latter are divergent, thus requiring the existence of dimension-six terms contributing to the anomalous Lagrangian. Some examples of such terms are given. We also discuss the experimental consequences of the next-to-leading terms. (11) Notice, in particular, that (apart from the preceding discussion about the smallness of a~, a2 ) counterterms contributing to x yy are proportional to m"d or m, and as a consequence fully negligible.
A drastic change in the situation occurs when turning P yy to P yy* decays. This case is the relevant one in P y/+l (k )0) and in two-photon formation processes yy* P (k &0). Data on the k dependence in n ye+e, g yp+p, or in yy n, ri and ri' are (or are expected to be) available even if their quality at the moment is rather poor. The k dependence, up to first-order corrections, is exclusively generated by the n+ and E+ loops in Fig. 1(b) . Therefore the expression for A(P~yy*) is given by A(P-yy') =- 
